
Vocabulary Zoo
ape - Charly in the TV series is an ape 

(Menschenaffe)
auburn - kastanienbraun
beak - a bird´s mouth
belong - gehören
bird - an animal with feathers that can fly
branch - a tree has got branches made of wood
catch - run, run you cannot catch me
cave - a hole in  the ground, in a tree, in a 

mountain
cheek - part of the face between eye ear and 

chin (Kinn)
chest - part of the body between shoulders and 

belly (Bauch)
claw - Klauen
cling - klammern
dark - at night it is dark
enclosure - Tiergehege
environment - everything around us: nature, villages, 

air, sky, cities
egg - a bird makes eggs to get young birds
feathers- birds have feathers on their skin, they need 

them to fly
fellow - Kumpel
female - a girl and a woman are female
fin - „arms“ and „legs“ of the fish
flap - Lappen
forehead- part of the face above the eyes
fur - skin with hair of a dog, a tiger, or a bear.....
giant - very very big



hatch- a bird sitting on its eggs is hatching
huge - big
humid - after the rain the earth is humid
 hump - Hubbel, Knubbel
large - big
loose - the end of a string is loose, when not 

attached
male - a boy and a man are male
mud - mix water with earth and you get mud
a muzzle- pig´s noses are like muzzles
pointed - spitz
pond - a small lake
protection- a helmet protects your head, an umbrella 

protects you from rain
quite - ziemlich
rainforest- Regenwald
reddish - like red
relax - take it easy
skin - Haut
species - Art, Tierart
specific - special
spread - ausbreiten
survive - überleben
tall - another word for high and big
thread - Faden
tail - the long last part of the body of a dog or a 

cat
weigh - wiegen
wing - this is what a bird uses for flying
wrinkle - if you make a piece of paper into a ball the 

paper has got many wrinkles


